2001 Business Plan Competition Winners

$35,000 GRAND PRIZE
ENSEMBLE NETWORKS
Jason Demeny, Larry Walters, Josh Hutto, and Chris Thompson
Enables the deployment of private computational grids creating a virtual supercomputer that delivers advanced computational power.

$10,000 FINALIST TEAMS
THE GLASS FOUNDRY AT SAND POINT
Linda Pruitt, Craig Parsons
Will build and operate the largest glass-casting foundry for fine art and architectural product in the world, in Seattle.

EMDIA
Dennis Luo, Sharon Im-Lee, Sarah Schulz, Dewi Intan
Innovates medical ergonomics for healthcare organizations, providing the finest care and fully addressing patient needs.

SAWDUST
Ann Melone, Kassia McDonald, Troy McClelland, RJ Jones
Is a service-based company that offers woodworking shop time, project plans, and classes for Seattle’s woodworking hobbyists.

$5000 BEST IDEA PRIZES
E-Commerce
LOAN IMPACT
Jeff Chen, Victor Chynoweth, Marshall High, CK Mahalath
Aligns the needs of students, financial aid offices, and banks to provide accurate up-to-date information for the student loan repayment process.

Technology
GRAPEVINE SOFTWARE
Eddie Chung, Matt Boos, George Donegan, Maksim Noy, Jing Su
Provides software and services that make information access seamless and simple across multiple communications and computing devices.

Excellence in Global Marketing
ENSEMBLE NETWORKS
Jason Demeny, Larry Walters, Josh Hutto, and Chris Thompson
Enables the deployment of private computational grids creating a virtual supercomputer that delivers advanced computational power.

Service/Retail
SAWDUST
Ann Melone, Kassia McDonald, Troy McClelland, RJ Jones
Is a service-based company that offers woodworking shop time, project plans, and classes for Seattle’s woodworking hobbyists.
Community Service

**THE GLASS FOUNDRY AT SAND POINT**
Linda Pruitt, Craig Parsons
Will build and operate the largest glass-casting foundry for fine art and architectural product in the world, in Seattle.

Sustainability

**SMART ENERGIES GROUP**
Cameron Cummings, Jeff Chen, Melody Kao, Krishna Viswanathan
Is a full-service energy provider bridging the energy needs of private consumers and utility companies.